Sample Pathways for Lifelong Faith Formation

PATH 1 | FORM FAITH WITH OUR CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS
- Help new families identify "faith mentors" for their children.
- Introduce Spark Bible to parents and grandparents; create a reading schedule.
- Introduce 1 prayer practice per quarter that builds on "Forming Faith in Five Minutes."

PATH 2 | FORM FAITH WITH OUR MIDDLE SCHOOL YOUTH AND THEIR PARENTS
- Reformat part of confirmation curriculum to make in more experiential.
- Have young people interview five adults about their faith journey and life experiences.
- Introduce new ways to pray as part of the confirmation experience.
- Create a "take-home toolkit" for families to use at meal times and in the car.
- Assign faith mentor/prayer partners for middle school youth.
- Pilot once a month Zoom check-in with middle school clusters.

PATH 3 | FORM FAITH WITH OUR HIGH SCHOOL YOUTH AND THEIR PARENTS
- Create plan for engaging young people in planning and leading worship.
- Capture the life and faith stories of young people - show clips 1/month @ worship.
- Create an Instagram account where young people can share images/God sightings.

PATH 4 | FORM FAITH WITH ADULTS OF ALL AGES
- List websites, devotional links, and downloadable faith practices on church website.
- Create a schedule for posting prayer practices and faith resources via E-news.
- Create an Adult Faith Formation booklet highlighting all events, tools, and resources.

PATH 5 | FORM FAITH THROUGH IMMERSION EXPERIENCES AND MILESTONES MOMENTS
- Host an intergenerational servant-learning event to Puerto Rico.
- With with LDR to host a weekend servant event to clean up after river flooding.
- Provide resources for households to celebrate getting driver’s license, retirement, etc.
- Enhance engagement of parents and grandparents in current milestones celebrations.
- Provide a sermon series on "finding your callings" in life.